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Things a thermal imager can see and things it cannot

Things a thermal imager can see 
and things it cannot

Can

• Can see in darkness; 

• Can see through the fog; 

• Can spot leakage， whether it be water 
or gas leakage， but only when there is 
a temperature difference; 

• Can see flames， and some of them 
can see through flames， depending 
on the detector wavelength range�

Here are a list of things a good thermal imager should do:

• Take images and videos， digital or radiometric

• Help identify and isolate potential issues

• Provide a bigger picture of the issues

• Measure temperature and assess the severity

• Support on device analysis

• Store information for later report 
and analysis

• Save time and money

Can’t

• Cannot see through glasses;  

• Cannot see through water; 

• Cannot measure flame temperautre;

• Cannot see ghosts or through walls 
(in case movies mislead anyone)�
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How a thermal imager works

How a thermal imager works

Thermal imagers measure temperature by assessing the infrared radiation coming from 
objects based on Stefan-Boltzmann’s law:

L = εσT4        （Equation 1）

Where L stands for the power of radiation， σ is Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant， and ε denotes 
the emissivity of the object's surface�

The radiation gets selectively absorbed by the imager’s IR window， passed to the IR 
detector， and get transformed into electrical signal， which is processed into visible images 
on the screen�

While all thermal imagers can turn radiation into temperature reading， it’s the 
thermographer’s job to correctly interpret and adjust the readings� There are 6 most notable 
measurement parameters one has to consider when measuring with a thermal imager: 
emissivity， reflected temperature， ambient temperature， relative humidity， distance and IR 
compensation coefficient�



Measurement 
Parameters
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Emissivity

Emissivity

Judging by equation 1， it’s not hard to tell that emissivity (ε) plays a crucial role for an 
imager to accurately determine an object’s temperature� 

When radiation hits an object， there are three possibilities: absorbed， reflected and 
transmitted� α signifies the probability it’s absorbed， ρ signifies the probability it’s reflected， 
and τ signifies the probability it’s transmitted�

For untransparent objects， the transmittance factor 
diminishes and the equation is simplified to

α+ρ =1        （Equation 3）

Objects with a high emissivity are very efficient 
absorbers/emitters， while objects that do not emit 
infrared radiation very well have low emissivity� It is 
extremely important to set the right emissivity in the 
camera because the temperature measurement’s 
accuracy is at stake� Many thermal imaging cameras 
offer an emissivity based on material� However， 
determining the right emissivity is rather tricky� We 
will offer some practical tips later in this pocket 
guide�

α+ρ+τ =1， α=ε        （Equation 2）
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Reflective temperature and ambient temperature

Reflective temperature and 
ambient temperature

Based on equation 3， one can tell that if an opaque object is not highly emissive itself， it’s 
highly reflective� Hence， the radiation coming from the object’s environment becomes 
important when assessing the temperature with a thermal imager� There are two 
parameters one needs to consider here: reflective temperature and ambient temperature�

 
 

Equation 4 : radiation emitted from the observed object， reflected from the object’s surface 
and coming from the ambient environment make up the perceived radiation on the thermal 
imager�

Both of the parameters are adjustments the thermal imager makes on its temperature 
calculation� Thermal imagers measure object’s temperature based on infrared radiation 
emitting from the object’s surface� However， it’s often the case where the infrared signal 
imagers pick up are mixed with interference signals from the environment� Two major 
sources of interference are thermal radiation from the ambient environment and the 
reflection of a nearby strong infrared source off of the measured object’s surface�

The ‘Ambient Temperature’ parameter accounts for infrared radiation bounced off of the 
object’s surface from every other object in the environment� All objects with temperatures 
above 0 kelvin emit thermal radiation， the higher the temperature， the more intense the 
radiation� Since the influence of ambient radiation is ubiquitous， users should always be 
mindful of their ‘Ambient Temperature’ setting， because the ambient temperature’s 
relationship to measured object’s temperature also affects how emissivity compensates for 
temperature calculation in the thermal imager�

The default setting for the parameter is 20° C� However， ideally， users should always adjust it 
based on the actual ambient (air) temperature� This parameter re-adjustment is particularly 
important for applications like inspecting solar panels in desert and substation inspection 
during wintertime� 

The ‘Reflected Temperature’ parameter is only applicable when there is a strong infrared 
radiation source in the measured object’s vicinity It’s particularly necessary when the
interesting object has relatively low emissivity�
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Relative Humidity and Distance

Relative Humidity and Distance

Relative humidity means the concentration of water vapor at a given temperature in 
comparison to the saturation point� Water molecules are highly absorptive to infrared 
radiation at wavelengths 10~13 μm� What’s more， the higher the relative humidity， the 
more likely water droplets will form in the air� If the lens (or protective glass) is covered 
by water condensation， some of the infrared radiation will not be received by the infrared 
detector， as it cannot fully penetrate through the water onto the lens�

Given the vapor and aerosol concentration in air， the longer light has to travel， the higher 
the chance it’s absorbed， reflected and scattered by air� Therefore， distance is also a 
parameter need to be correctly input into the thermal imager to make accurate temperature 
measurement�
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IR window compensation

IR window compensation

In the electric industry， electrical equipment such as switchgear is covered with solid 
panel， which is often made of metal and impervious to infrared radiation� In most cases， 
panel removal and replacement are the most labor-intense part of the thermal inspection� 
Nowadays， an increasing number of sites have adopted the integration of IR windows 
into their electrical component covers to aid the efficiency of infrared inspection� While 
IR windows serve the important function of permitting infrared inspection while boosting 
efficiency and ensuring safety， the material that makes up the IR windows is not a perfect 
infrared transmitter� It is therefore necessary to take IR windows’ inherent temperature 
and transmissivity into account when conducting thermal inspections� 



Key Differentiation in 
Camera Models
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Thermal resolution， Sensitivity, and Accuracy

Thermal resolution, Sensitivity, 
and Accuracy

Measurement accuracy， thermal resolution and thermal sensitivity are the key parameters 
dictating the thermal imager’s price�

The higher confidence the camera has for measuring temperatures， the more reliable the 
imager is� Measurement accuracy is one of the defining parameters separating professional 
thermal imagers from recreational ones� The standard requirement for an industrial-grade 
thermal imager is ±2% or ±2° C， whichever is higher� 

Thermal resolution of an imager is determined by the number of transistors on the thermal 
detector� The higher the resolution， the more temperature measurements are available in 
one image， and more defined and detailed the image will appear� This parameter becomes 
particularly relevant when one tries to inspect a tiny object from afar�

0�5 meter

5 meters
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Thermal resolution， Sensitivity, and Accuracy

Thermal sensitivity， also known as noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD)， 
indicates the minimum temperature difference an imager can distinguish� This parameter 
is measured in millikelvin， or milli Celsius， the lower the value， the higher the sensitivity� 
Cameras with higher thermal sensitivity can pick up minuscule details that are oblivious to 
others� This parameter is particularly important in R&D and diagnostic jobs� 

40mK 60mK
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Temperature range(span)

Temperature range(span)

Temperature span refers to the difference between the upper and lower temperature limit 
on the thermal imager screen� In a thermal imager， given a color palette， the larger the 
temperature span is， the fewer color representation units can be allocated to each discrete 
temperature interval that makes up the whole span� Therefore， a narrower temperature 
span enables the imager to expose more visual details and temperature variation on the 
object� 

The images below were taken at the approximately same time by the same camera， the only 
difference being the temperature span� In both images， the temperature data are recorded 
by the thermal imager at the same level of precision� However， the grain and texture of the 
palm are visible under a narrower temperature span， while these visual details are more or 
less omitted in the image on the right�

FOTRIC cameras all come with the intelligent temperature range option， where the camera 
will adjust the temperature range appropriate for the scene�
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Focus type

Focus type

There are three focus types for thermal imagers: Fixed focus， Manual focus and Autofocus�

Fixed focus: Everything the lens captures 
appear to be in relative focus� However it is 
limited in the sense that it can not shift focus， 
and is therefore not compatible with image 
fusion mode�

Manual focus: It enables experienced 
inspectors to navigate around complex 
scenes and get accurate measurements�

Autofocus: It’s fast and efficient， excellent for 
laborious inspection jobs�

• Essential function in high-end or complex 
environments�

• The cameras with Autofocus feature usually 
come with manual focus too�
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FOV and IFOV

The FOV stands for field of view， determined by the camera’s lens� High-end professional 
thermal cameras usually come with interchangeable lenses� The narrower the FOV， the 
more details the camera can attend to�

Lens’s FOV directly determine the dimension of object that could fit in the thermal imager’s 
screen given a distance�

The IFOV， instantaneous field of view， is strongly correlated with FOV� To be exact， it’s 
proportional to the quotient of the FOV and the thermal resolution� The relationship is 
illustrated by the following equation:

   
2

Max Object Size



Practical 
Tips
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How to take a proper thermal image

How to take a proper thermal 
image

The ability to take revealing images is one of the key factors distinguishing an excellent 
thermographer from average ones� When working with a sophisticated thermal imager， lot 
of editions could be added post-inspection on the software to optimize the image� However， 
there are three properties that’s sealed the moment the image was taken: D:S ratio， focus， 
and temperature range�

D:S ratio:

The D:S ratio determines how far one can “see” with a thermal imager� 

A thermal imager can pick up a heat source as long as the source occupies at least one 
pixel of space on the detector� To accurately assess the temperature of an object， however， 
it has to occupy at least a 3x3 pixel region on the detector/screen� For a human brain to 
register the type of object (A tree? An animal? A car?)， it needs to occupy at least an 8x8 pixel 
region� And it takes a minimum of 12x12 pixel region on the screen for a person to be able to 
distinguish one individual from another (Bob? George? Lisa?)�

D:S ratio stands for “Distance 
to surface diameter ratio”， 
more specifically， the ratio of the 
distance between the object and 
the observer to the diameter a 
pixel covers in the aforementioned 
distance� Naturally， the bigger 
this ratio is for a camera， the 
more details it can obtain about 
the object it’s observing at a 
given distance� To put it another 
way， the bigger the ratio is， the 
farther the camera can be while 
meeting the minimum threshold 
of detection resolution it requires 
to identify an object�

If one has chosen a camera 
without sufficient D:S ratio， the 
image could not possibly contain 
enough information for later 
diagnosis�

for picking up the signal for accurate measurement

for individual distinguishment

1×1 3×3

8×8 12×12
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How to take a proper thermal image

Focus:

It is imperative to have the camera focused on object of interest when taking a thermal 
image� Due to the unique nature of thermal cameras， inadequate focus will not only result 
in a blurry image but also inaccuracy in temperature measurement� And there is very little 
software can do to amend for the improper operation of the image taker�

Here is now one utilizes the D:S ratio of the camera to calculate the maximum observing 
range�

Knowing the approximate size of the object， divide that by the clarity factor (3 for accurate 
measurement， 8 for recognition， 12 for identification)， and multiply by the D:S ratio would 
yield the maximum observing range�

Temperature range:

There are two rules when it comes to selecting a 
proper temperature range: 

1�  Measured temperature must be within the 
applied range�

2�  The temperature range should be as small as 
possible�

Because when the object’s temperature one is 
measuring exceeds the thermal imager’s current 
temperature range， it will not be accurately 
recorded on the imager (as image a illustrates 
below)� However， when measuring a scene with 
relatively narrow temperature interval， it’s unwise 
to choose a temperature range too broad� As 
image b illustrates， the image will appear to be 
dull and lots of thermal distribution details are 
omitted�

Temperature range -20~150° C
when it should be higher

Temperature range 0~600° C
when it should be lower
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How to measure emissivity

Correctly assuming emissivity is the key when measuring temperature with a thermal 
imager� While a material emissivity table can help the inspector make an educated guess， 
it’s not always accurate， since an object’s emissivity also vary with surface texture， 
temperature and incident wavelength� It’s usually safter to obtain an object’s emissivity 
experimentally�

Here are some practical methods for measuring a surface’s emissivity�

1� Apply a surface with known emissivity to the object:  apply a tape or color of known 
emissivity on the interested surface， and set the emissivity parameter on the thermal 
imager accordingly� Since the temperature of the new surface should be consistent with 
the object， we can get the temperature and readjust the emissivity setting of the imager 
until the temperature on both surface match�

2� With the help of a thermocouple: measure the surface’s temperature with a 
thermocouple， and readjust the emissivity setting on the thermal imager until the 
reading matches that of the thermocouple� Provided the thermocouple is highly 
sensitive， fully in contact with the surface and low on heat dissipation�

3� Create a pseudo-black body on the test object: a drilled hole (diameter to depth ratio 
1:3) on a thermal conducting body behaves like a black body with emissivity near 
1� Align the focus to the bottom of the hole is necessary to utilize this property� The 
emissivity of the object can be subsequently determined�
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How and when to use TWB (Thermal 
White Balance)

The TWB mode is a patented FOTRIC imaging algorithm� It helps highlight subtle 
temperature differences on the thermal image when there are temperature outliner points 
present�

After turning on the TWB， the detailed temperature difference within the pipe can be seen�

When the TWB is not activated， the palette ribbon represents temperature in a linear manner 
(a certain length on the ribbon projects the same proportion of temperature difference 
on the overall temperature span)� However， this representation is not always adequate� 
Extreme temperature points on the image can lift the upper limit of the palette ribbon， 
leaving large chunks of the ribbon to represent a few pixels� The elevated temperature range 
could easily blur out visual differences at lower temperature� TWB essentially re-scales 
the palette ribbon based on the number of pixels in representing each temperature range� 
Consequently， the temperature distribution of the entire image is more clearly laid out for 
the inspector�

The TWB mode is necessary when the presence of a temperature outlier obscures our 
judgment on temperature distribution by omitting subtle temperature changes� For 
example， in the metallurgy industry or house inspection with the presence of incandescent 
bulbs� However， on defect locating tasks， some inspectors would prefer anomalies to be as 
visually salient as possible� Having TWB turned on will likely normalize the abnormal area’s 
visual impact on the image， which is not a desirable outcome�

TWB OFF TWB ON

TWB OFF TWB ON
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Avoiding reflected interference

Avoiding reflected interference

If there is strong infrared radiation source 
in the measured object’s vicinity when an 
inspection takes place and the object’s 
emissivity is relatively low， it’s highly likely 
that the temperature measurement is 
biased due to reflected interference� 

Ideally， during an inspection， if there is an 
unwanted interfering heat source nearby， 
the best solution is to shield the measured 
object from the radiation� If shielding the 
object or the interfering source are both 
impractical， one could change the observing 
angle� The rule of thumb is: to change the 
angle incrementally until the image of the 
reflected heat source is not visible on the 
imager�

a b a b
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Environmental effect

There are some environmental conditions to watch out for when inspecting with thermal 
imagers�

A sunny sky introduces abundant infrared interference for thermographers， both directly 
from above or reflect off surfaces� It’s wise to avoid doing thermal inspection when the sun 
is out� By the same logic， one should also be mindful of the presence of strong incandescent 
light bulbs， as they also affect the temperature of an object in their vicinity;

Precipitation is also not good for thermal inspection， as snow， ice and rain all have 
high emissivity and do not transmit infrared radiation well� In addition， a wet surface 
can exacerbate the convection effect with evaporation and lead to temporary bias in 
measurement; 

A cloudy day is ideal for thermal inspection, as the thick cloud will block most of the 
solar radiation and sky radiation; 

Wind or draught (strong convection) can also affect temperature measurement with a 
thermal imager� If the air is still， its temperature near an object’s surface will be reach 
equilibrium with the surface temperature� However， if the air is flowing， it will constantly 
take away the heat from the object’s surface� This effect increases with a larger temperature 
difference between the object surface and the ambient environment and higher moisture 
on the surface�

The presence of aerosols (dust， soot， smoke and fog) can also affect temperature 
measurement with a thermal imager， especially in high concentrations� While it’s true a 
thermal imager can see through most of these vision-impairing conditions， these suspended 
particles are highly emissive and can induce a scattering effect for infrared depending on 
the size distribution， which could reduce the accuracy of measurements�
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Palette choice

Palette selection is highly dependent on temperature distribution of the observed object 
and purpose of the inspection�

The Rainbow Palette is perfect for applications where user needs to attend to minimal heat 
changes in a larger scene� The rainbow HC palette can detect slight temperature changes 
even if in low contrast conditions， making it an excellent choice for building surveys� 

The Iron Palette is widely used for a lot of general-purpose applications such as electrical 
or mechanical inspections; It is displayed in the manner which hot spots are represented 
by warm colors like yellows and whites whereas colder spots are shown in deep purples or 
blacks�

In some scenarios where there are excessive temperature gradients present， such as 
petrochemical sites， if one were to choose a high contrast palette like the rainbow， they 
could easily get confused by the overwhelming color representations� A straightforward 
palette such as a grey or white-hot palette can serve the inspectors well�
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